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Stuaent !Jlon,ors antf .91.waras Ceremony 
Welcome .... .. ... ... ...... ....... .... .... ... ..... .... ..... ...... ..... .......... ...... ......... ... ....... John F. Schwaller, vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean 
U ofM Alumni Association Horace T. Morse Award ..... . presented by John F. Schwaller, vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean 
Jon Anderson, associate professor of statistics 
Leslie Meek, associate professor of psychology 
UMM Alumni Association Teaching Award ................. ... ..... .... ........ presented by Blaine Hill '87, president, UMM Alumni Association 
Pieranna Garavaso, professor of philosophy 
Honors and Awards Ceremony Address ........ ..... . "The Power to Think Otherwise" ... ..... ... Pieranna Garavaso, professor of philosophy 
2003 UMM Alumni Association Teaching A ward recipient 
Katherine E. Sullivan Scholarship ..... ..... ............ .. ..... .... .... .................... .... ..... .... ... .. .. ........... ... ... .. ... ....... presented by Sam Schuman, chancellor 
Paige Tighe, Minnetonka 
Chancellor's A ward ....... .... .. ........ ...................................... .. ... ............. ... ... .............. .... ..... .. ... ..... ... . presented by Sam Schuman, chancellor 
Sara Lam, Maplewood 
Patrick Johnston, Mazeppa 
Margaret Uttke, Plainview 
Curtis H. Larson Award .. ......... .. ......... ......... .. ........ .. ..... ..... .. ... ... ... ..... ... ..... ........ ..... .. ..... .. ... ...... .... .. . presented by Sam Schuman, chancellor 
Russell "Rusty" Kath, Buffalo 
Allen W. Edson Award ... .. .......... ... ........... ... ........ ......... ... ... ...... ......... ... ........ .. ..... .. .... .... ...... ..... ...... presented by Sam Schuman, chancellor 
Christopher H. Pifer, Madison, Wisconsin 
Mary Martelle Memorial Award ............. ... .. .. .. .. ..... .................. .... .. ..... presented by Sandy Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs 
student recipient Amelia Chouravong, Brooklyn Park 
staff recipient Terri Hawkinson, executive administrative speciabst, Division of Social Science 
Scholar of the College A ward .. .... ... ....... ....... ... ....... .. .. ....... ............ ............ presented by Gretchen Murphy, ass istant professor of English 
Tina Didreckson, Louisville, Ky. 
Justin Fay, Apple Valley 
Kelly Gorres, New Ulm 
Jeff Hauck, Independence, Mo. 
Patrick Johnston, Mazeppa 
Dominique Karlsson, Moorhead 
William Hunt, associate professor of political science 
Functions and Awards Committee members 
Courtney Keith, Sioux Falls, S.D. 
Curtis Kunkel, Luverne 
Jill Shreck, Benson 
Adrienne Schwartz, Stillwater 
Margaret Uttke, Plainview 
Lynn Weyer, Albany 
Ben Maxwell, Bloomington 
Joel Nelson, Eagan 
Meredith Noetzel , Blaine 
Jeanna Schultz, Litchfield 
Edith Rodgers Farrell Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research ..... .... .. .. ................ ........... .. ... .. ........ .. presented by Gretchen Murphy 
assistant professor of English 
Functions and A wards Committee member 
Patrick Johnston, Mazeppa 
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American Indian Salt Springs Treaty Cultural Awards .... .... presented by Michael Miller, assistant counselor, Minority Student Program 
Aaron Rairdon, Cass Lake 
Estella E. Claymore, Rapid City, S. D. 
Rachael Rendon, Minneapolis 
Siyo Wina Peters, Waubay, S. D. 
Johanna R. Farmer, Spearlish, S. D. 
Heather Blessing, Blaine 
UMM Honors Program Recognition ...... ..... ....... .... ........ .. ... presented by Bart Finzel, associate professor of economics and management 
Kelly Gorres, New Ulm 
Bettina Mohn, Stillwater 
Nate Riveness, Karlstad 
Stephanie Seagren, Sun Prairie, Wisconsin 
Honors Program advisor 
The above seniors completed the UMM Honors Program which requires the successful completion of one honors course per year, 
participation in six honors co- and extracurricular activities per year, and the completion of a senior honors project. Participants 
must earn the grade of A for half of their UMM credits. 
William R. Scarborough Memorial Award .. ..... ... ... .. ...... ... ....................... presented by Judy Kuechle-Olson , chair, Division of Education 
Bettina Mohn, Stillwater 
Athletic Awards .... ..... ... ... .... .... .......... .. ...... ..... .... .. ......... ................. ..... ..... ............ presented by Mark V. Fohl, director, Athletics Program 
Arnold Henjum Scholar-Athlete ...... ....... ............ .. ......................................... ............. ..... Paris Moore, Phoenix, Arizona 
Willis Kelly Award .... .. ... .. ........ ... .... ...... ........ ........ .............................. ..... .... ......... .............. ....... . Krista Wynn, St. Paul 
Women 's Honor Athlete A ward ....... .... .... .. ... .. .. ............................ ...... ..... ........ ...... .. .. ..... ..... .. .... . Joanie Lofgren, Aiken 
Men's Honor Athlete Award ... .. ......... ... .... ... .. ......... ... .. ..... ... ... ......... ......... .. ....... ..... .................... Eric Steinhoff, Luverne 
Humanities Awards .. .... ..... ........ .. .. ... .................. .... ...... ...... .. ... ........ .. .... ... .. ... presented by Jenny Nellis, chair, Division of the Humanities 
Natalie Benoit Memorial Award ................. ... .. .. .. ..... ... .... ..... ...... .... ... .... .......... ... ........... ..... .... ... Amanda Sovel!, Buffalo 
Dik Munson Art A ward ...... .......... ........ .. ..... ... .. .. ................. ..... ............ ................ ..... ........................ Stacy Gross, Blaine 
Art History Book Award .... ... .................... ... ...... .................. .. ..... .... .... ... ....... .... ... .. .. .. ....... Rosemary D. Kimball, Osakis 
Lois P. Hodgell Printmaking Award ... ....... ... ..... .... .. .... .. ..... ...... .... ....... ..... ... ... .. ..... .... .... .. ........ Kari Adams, Fergus Falls 
Alumni Award for Outstanding English Major .... ...... ... .... .............................................. .. ...... ... ... .... . Erin Cary, Fridley 
Science and Mathematics Awards ... ............ ..... ... ... ... ....... ...... .. presented by Michael Korth, chair, Division of Science and Mathematics 
Jay Y. Roshal Award ... ... ..... ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .... .... ...... ....... ... ....... ....... .... ....... ..... ...... ........... .......... Meredith J. Noetzel, Blaine 
spdf Chemistry Award ........... ........... ... .... ... ........................................................... ...... .... ........ ... Kelly Gorres, New Ulm 
CRC Freshmen Chemistry Award ......... .... .......... ..... .... ........................... ... .... .. ... ... ..... ..... ..... Stacie Lilliquist, Caledonia 
Abbott Award in Physics ...... ... .. ... ... ..... ...... ..... ..................... .. ................ .... .. ... .... .. ..... ..... . .John B. Buncher, Hutchinson 
Michael J. Skoby, Shafer 
Social Science Awards .. ........ .. .. .... .. ... ......... ... ... ... ... .. .... .......... ... ... ............ presented by Jooinn Lee, chair, Division of the Social Sciences 
Ted Underwood Award in History ............................. ............................................................ Patrick Johnston , Mazeppa 
Jason Smalley, Little Falls 
Chris Berg Memorial Award ....................... ...... ... .. ..... .... ....... ...... ....... ... ........ .JelenaKmezic', Belgrade, Serbia, Yugoslavia 
Wall Street Journal Award .. ......... .. ...... .. .... ..... .... ......... ..... ............. ................ ......................... Abby Meyer, Sauk Centre 
Gieske Academic Award .... ....... ..... ..... .. .... ........... .... .... .. .... ............... ... .................... ......... .. ... Patrick Johnston, Mazeppa 
Amanda Westland, Glenville 
Announcements and Closing Remarks 
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!Jlon,or .9Lwards 
Chancellor's Award 
Presented annually to an outstanding student on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to campus life. The chancellor of 
the University of Minnesota, Morris makes the selection after consulting with various groups. 
Curtis H. Larson A ward 
Established in honor of the late Curtis H. Larson, the award is automatically conferred upon the graduates chosen as senior class 
speakers. The selection is made by the faculty and the graduating seniors. Curtis Larson, UMM' s first class speaker in 1964, died in an 
accident while serving with the Peace Corps in Ecuador following his graduation. 
Allen W. Edson Award 
Presented annually in recognition of contribution to campus life. The selection is made by the Executive Board of the Monis Campus 
Student Association, student members of the Campus Assembly, and the faculty. Allen Edson was superintendent of the U of M West 
Central School of Agriculture and Experiment Station on the Morris campus from 1947 to 1958. He joined the WCSA staff in 1921 . 
Mary Martelle Memorial A ward 
Presented annually to a student and to a staff member deemed to have made outstanding contributions to the quality of campus life at 
the University of Minnesota, Morris. The award perpetuates the memory of Mary Martelle, senior secretary in the Office of Student 
Activities from 1965 until her death in 1976. 
Scholar of the College A ward 
Presented annually to students who have demonstrated distinguished scholarly work by making a valuable contribution in one or more 
disciplines. Nominations are made by the faculty, reviewed by the Functions and Awards Committee, and approved by the all-campus 
Assembly. 
Edith Rodgers Farrell Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research 
Established by the family, students and friends of Edith Rodgers Farrell, late professor of French and advocate of undergraduate 
research, the award is granted annually to a graduating senior whose research is judged by a jury of faculty to be excellent. 
American Indian Salt Springs Treaty Cultural A wards 
Presented to outstanding American Indian students on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to the Indian and campus 
community, and who will be returning to UMM next year. 
UMM Honors Program 
Graduates of this program will complete their UMM education with participation in the Honors Program, which requires the 
successful completion of one honors course per year, pa1ticipation in six honors co- and extracurricular activities per year, and the 
completion of a senior honors project. Participants must earn the grade of "A" for half of their UMM credits. 
William R. Scarborough Memorial A ward 
Presented annually to a senior enrolled in either the elementary or secondary education program, the award recognizes a student' s 
demonstrated competence and potential for becoming an outstanding member of the teaching profession. The award perpetuates the 
memory of William Scarborough who joined the UMM faculty in 1966 and made many contributions to UMM and to public 
education in Minnesota. 
Arnold Henjum Scholar-Athlete Award 
Presented to a senior athlete on the basis of academic and athletic excellence and integrity. The award is in honor of Arnold Henjum, 
professor of education at UMM from September 1964, to June 1992, who made innumerable contributions to public education in 
Minnesota. 
Willis Kelly A ward 
Presented annually to a senior woman athlete who exemplifies the spirit of competition in women's athletics at the University of 
Minnesota, Mo1Tis. The award is in memory of Willis Kelly, physical education coach and athletic director at UMM for more than 20 
years. She became the first director of women's athletics in 1975 and served as director of men 's and women's ath letics from 1982 
unti I her retirement in 1987. 
Honor Athlete A ward 
Selected by a committee of coaches on the basis of academic and athletic achievement, nominees must have a grade point average of 
3.0 or higher. 
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Natalie Benoit Memorial Award 
Presented to a junior or senior at the University of Minnesota, Morris who has demonstrated ability and shows promise as a serious art 
student. The award is given by George and Joan Benoit, fotmer Morris residents, in memory of their daughter, an art major studying at 
Penn State at the time of her death in an accident. 
Dik Munson Art A ward 
Presented to outstanding first and second year students in Studio Art for demonstrated creative potential in future course work within 
the discipline . This award is intended for purchase of materials and supplies needed for the individual's artwork and experimentation 
with new media. 
Art Hisory Book A ward 
This award is given to a graduating senior art history major in recognition of her or his academic excellence and potential for further 
achievement in the arts. 
Lois P. Hodgell Printmaking Award 
This award is in honor of Lois P. Hodgell, professor of art at the University of Minnesota, Morris from 1962 until her retirement in 
1993. The award recipient must show outstanding achievement in printmaking. The award is presented annually to a student who 
demonstrates creative potential in the field as well as a technical understanding of a variety of print processes. 
Alumni A ward for Outstanding English Major 
The award is given to an English major in his or her last year at UMM whose performance in English classes has been consistently 
superior and who has made positive contributions to the discipline or major in and beyond the classroom. 
Jay Y. Roshal Award 
Presented to a senior student majoring in biology at the University of Minnesota, Morris who demonstrates the most promise and 
interest in a career in the biological sciences. The award is in honor of Jay Roshal, professor of biology at UMM from 1960-1983 and 
the first chair of the Division of Science and Mathematics. 
spdf Chemistry A ward 
The spdf award is given annually to a senior chemistry major who has demonstrated outstanding scholarship, potential and service in 
chemistry. 
CRC Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award 
This award, honoring a first year student's outstanding pe1formance in a chemistry class, is given by the Chemical Rubber Company. 
Abbott Award in Physics 
Presented to a UMM graduating senior, majoring in physics, who has the greatest potential of achieving a professional career in 
physics or physics-related field. The award was established by Robinson Abbott, professor of biology from 1961-1991, and his wife, 
Rose Marie, who taught biology courses at UMM, to recognize the importance UMM has played in their lives. All four Abbott 
children graduatead from UMM, three with majors in physics. 
Ted Underwood Award in History 
The Ted Underwood Award in History is presented to a graduating senior with a major or minor in history or a history concenration in 
the Social Science major who has demonstrated distinguished academic pe1fo1mance in history. The award is named for Dr. Ted L. 
Underwood, who served UMM as an outstanding scholar, teacher, and administrator from 1967 until his retirement in 1999. 
Chris Berg Memorial A ward 
This award is presented annually to an outstanding senior majoring in economics who has demonstrated academic excellence in that 
field. It is presented by the economics/management faculty of the University of Minnesota, Morri s in memory of their late colleague, 
Chris Berg. 
Wall Street Journal Award 
Presented to an outstanding senior majoring in economics who has shown individual initiative through independent study, directed 
study projects, and honors courses and provided service to the di scipline. 
Gieske Academic A ward 
The Gieske Academic Award is offered annually to outstanding political science majors in their senior year. Recipients wi ll have an 
exceptional record of accomplishment at UMM as well as strong prospects for success after graduation. The award is in memory of 
Millard Gieske who was a professor in the political science deprutment at UMM for more than 15 years . He served as acting chair of 
the Division of the Social Sciences, was a respected leader in many professional organizations, and the author of many political works . 
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J1Ltftfitiona{ !l{orwrs tfuring t~ 2002-2003 J11.catfemic ry-ear 
UMM Alumni Association Distinguished Alumni A ward 
Awarded to UMM alumni who have made noteworthy contributions in their professional lives, to public service, or in service to the 
University, thus reflecting favorably upon the campus. 
John Dayton '68, speech communication 
Bos Undergraduate Research A wards 
The UMM Bos Research Fund was established to enhance the successful undergraduate research experiences of UMM students. 
Funds are made available to cover expenses for travel , conference registration, and other costs associated with the pursuit of 
undergraduate research opportunities. All students are eligible to participate. 
Heidi Anderson ' 05, geology 
Rachel Bowers '03, biology 
Tina M. Diedreckson '03, history 
Justin Fay '03, political science 
Andrew Grossbach '03, political science 
Patrick Johnston '03, history and political science 
Rusty Kath '03, speech communication 
Curtis Kunkel '03, computer science 
Samuel Redman '05, anthropology and history 
Cody Specketer '03, political science 
Danielle Stuard '04, social science 
Luke Walther ' 03, European studies 
Diana Yund ' 03, political science 
Gieske Internship A ward 
The Gieske Internship Award honors the memory of Millard Gieske, UMM professor of political science. The award supports political 
science students who pursue legislative internships in Washington, D.C. or the Minnesota State capitol. 
John Alden, Hackensack 
Owen and Frances Tate A ward 
The Owen and Frances Tate Award was established by the Tate family to honor the memories of Owen and Frances Tate, lifelong 
residents of Big Stone County, and to support UMM student learning activities that do not have other funding sources available. The 
award providse matching dollars to cover travel expenses for students presenting scholarly work at symposia and professional 
meetings , engaging in artistic activities, conducting research projects, or performing outside of the UMM campus community, all of 
which are activities that showcase the University of Minnesota, Morris to a broader learning community. 
Minge Internship A ward 
The Minge Internship Award supports students seeking Washington, D. C. internships, educational opportunities that former Congressman 
David Minge values as important and insightful components in learning about public policy process at the federal level. Preference is given 
to internship participants who integrate the study of peace, justice, conservation, the environment, rural affairs or similar issues. 
Justin Fay, Apple Valley 
Minority Mentorship Program 
Participants in the mentorship program are paired one-on-one with a faculty mentor based on similarities between the mentor's data 
profile and the scholar' s intended academic major, career or personal interests with the ultimate goal of fostering maximum 
achievement of personal, academic and professional potential for the scholar. Students and their facu lty/staff mentors are as follows: 
Fall and Spring Semesters: 
Ian Brown-Tracey Anderson, assistant professor of biology 
Monica Claybourne-Greg Thorson, associate professor 
of political science 
Patrice Crenshaw-Leslie Meek, associate professor of pschology 
Reginald Davis-Paula O'Loughlin, professor of political science 
Jericha Feller-Jessica Larson, assistant professor of studio art 
Cendy Gonzalez-Paula O'LoughJin, professor of political science 
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Donnay Green-Argie Manolis, instructor in English 
Jimmie Henderson-Tammy Faux, instructor in psychology 
Brandi Smith-Mimi Frenier, professor of history 
Christina VanBuren-Chris Cole, associate professor of biology 
Fall Semester: 
Kimeshia Daniels-Leslie Meek, associate professor of pschology 
Kona Yang-Pareena Lawrence, associate professor of economics 
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program 
The UROP program affords students an opportunity to perform independent research with UMM faculty members . Students gain 
research ski ll s, similar to those needed for graduate and post-graduate studies; faculty receive valuable assistance in their own research 
interests . Students that participated in the program are listed first , followed by the faculty they assisted: 
Heidi Anderson/James F. P. Cotter 
Alisha Block /Timna Wyckoff 
Valerie Cassel/James F. P. Cotter 
John Determan/ Allyn Ontko 
Jeff Hauck /Scott Lewandowski 
Rachel Hawley /Paul Myers 
Rick Jansen/Peter Wyckoff 
Kristen Kalina/Timna Wyckoff 
Jelena Kmezic/Bart Finzel 
Curtis Kunkel/Peh Ng 
Ben Maxwell/Stephen Burks 
Joel Nelson/Dian Lopez 
Meredith Noetzel/Chris Cole 
Grant Olson/Arne Kildegaard 
Jeanna Schultz/Peh Ng 
Adrienne Schwartz/Gordon McIntosh 
Seth s ·weep/Dian Lopez 
Amanda Woodle/Paul Myers 
2002-2003 Morris Academic Partner Program 
In recognition of the value of academic employment to the intellectual development of students and for the opportunity to assist 
facu lty members in their work, thi s program awards year- long stipends to academically talented third-year students. These students 
will undertake assignments which will enhance their intellectual competence and increase their interest in graduate or professional 
study. Students were paired with the following faculty/staff members: 
Heidi Anderson/James F. P. Cotter Chandra Hutchens/Peter Wyckoff 
Layne Anderson/Greg Thorson Wendy Hyatt/Argie Manolis 
Charles Benson/Pieranna Garavaso Tami Jensen/Harold E. Hinds, Jr. 
Leigh Berven/Tracey Anderson Abby Meyer/Pareena Lawrence 
Margaret E. Dunbar/Gretchen Minton Hope Miller/John Bowers 
Justin Fay/Paula O'Loughlin Josephine Myers-Kuykindall/ 
Jessie France/Jess Larson/Theresa Otten Stephen V. Burks 
Laura Freeman/Van Gooch Cari L. Olson/Christopher Cole 
Brian Hardy/Rebecca Morrison Dave Robbin/Cyrus Bina 
Tessa Ryker/Bert Ahem 
Nathaniel Sayles/Pieranna Garavaso 
Teresa Sayles/Anna Dronzek 
Michael Skoby/Gordon McIntosh 
Seth Sweep/Dian Lopez 
Luke Walther/James Wojtaszek 
Dan Wes petal/Dian Lopez 
Lynn Weyer/Nancy Carpenter 
Nicole Zanin/Argie Manolis 
2002 - 2003 Morris Administrative Intership Program 
This program offers students of high ability and motivation the opportunity to play an important role in the daily management of 
campus programs and offices. Students worked with the individuals listed following their name. 
Tope Adebara/Thomas McRoberts 
Joel Blaha/Bowers John 
Patty Blank/ 
Heather Aagesen and David Fluegel 
David Bohlander/Jooinn Lee 
Anne Borgendale/Nancy Carpenter 
Stephanie Bucholz/Maggie Larson 
Lauren Buck/LeAnn Dean 
Mike Doucette/ 
Lowell Rasmussen and Brenda Michels 
Jennifer A. Farrell/Ray Schultz 
Nikki Frederick/Sue Dieter 
Kri stina L. Goebel/Ray Schultz 
Brianna Guning/Carol McCannon 
Jason Burns, euphonium, Watertown 
Erin Kai ser, c larinet, Plymouth 
Lauren Gaugert, flute, Alexandria 
Joleen Hadrich/Jamie Streed 
Britt Hanson/Karen Ellis 
Adrienne Harrison/Pieranna Garavaso 
Alex Jarvis/Gary Donovan 
Jolaine Jennissen/Bowers John 
Rory Johnson/Tammy Berberi 
Rusty Kath/Roger Boleman 
Emily Layer/Karen Johnson 
Kaitlyn Maurer/ 
Craig Kissock and Judy Kuechle 
Michael Maurer/Nie McPhee 
Sara Michelle Mennen/Gail Hockert 
Doug Moll/McPhee, Nie 
Jennifer Montgomery/Bart Finzel 
Honors Recital Selected Performers 
Heidi Hendrickson, vo ice, Madison 
Jessica Nelson, bassoon, Morris 
Tara Salyards, voice, Winona 
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Jeehae Park/David Wuolu 
Michael S. Petersen/David Hoppe 
Jake Rowan/Kenneth Hodgson 
Andrew Schilling/Scott Hagg 
Karley Silverberg/Kate VanSickle 
Jessica Stenberg/Dorothy DeJager 
Kathryn Sullivan/Ferolyn Angell 
Julia Theisen/Lori Koshork 
Kate Thersleff/Stephen Gross 
Jesica Thoennes/David Wuolu 
Sam Tjosvold/Terri Hawkinson 
Douglas Woodgate/Cindy Poppe 
Terri Jo Schuft, piano, Stewart 
Stephanie Seagren, flute, Sun Prairie, Wis. 
Tanya Taylor, voice, Mendota Heights 
2003 Sdiofar of tlie Co{{ege fJJiograpliies 
'Tma 'Diarec/(§on: Tina has compiled an exemplary academic record, with the majority of her courses in humanities and the social 
sciences. In addition, she has compiled an unusually strong record of distinguished contributions to scholarship. A lecture on "Solving 
the Problem of Local Historical Context When Published Secondary Sources Fail" presented with Harold Hinds in 2002 at the Stevens 
County Genealogical Society and the Minnesota Genealogical Society, will also be given in revised format at the Ohio Genealogical 
Society this spring. The lecture will be taped for commercial distribution and an outline published in conference proceedings. Tina is 
co-author of a forthcoming multi volume series of abstracts of the surviving records of the Town of Wilmington, N.Y. , to be published 
by Willow Bend Press. She is also co-recipient of a grant to publish a guide to the genealogical and family history records of Essex 
County New York. 
Justin ~ag: Justin is making contributions regarding the political behavior of the American electorate in several areas. As a 
sophomore he presented hi s paper, "An Analysis of Changes in the President-Press Relationship in the Wake of September 11," at 
UMM's Undergraduate Research Symposium and at the Midwest Undergraduate Political Science Research Conference (MUPSR) at 
Gustavus. The paper looked at what, if any c01Telations existed between the shift in public opinion and any changes in media focus 
and attitude with regard to the President. Justin is co-author of a paper to be presented at the Midwest Political Science Convention in 
Chicago this spring that analyzes data on the factors predicting success for gay rights ballot measures on the state level. He is also one 
of four co-authors on a paper to be presented at this year's MUPSR Conference in Kansas City on the tise of a third party voter 
identity in Minnesota which analyzes data over several elections. 
'l(flfg (jorres: Kelly literally christened a new chemistry lab during her research involving cloning a gene from an 'extremephile' 
microorganism in order to study the corresponding enzyme. She participated in the National Science Foundation's Research 
experience for Undergraduates program at North Dakota State University during summer 2001, on a project involving synthetic 
organic chemistry. She continued this project at UMM in the fall , and presented a poster on her results at the national meeting of the 
Ametican Chemical Society on Orlando. She spent the fall 2002 semester in Bethesda, Md., doing research and taking advanced 
science classes as part of Colgate University 's "Off Campus Study Group at the National Institutes of Health" program. Kelly has 
received both the Kaufman Award and the prestigious Goldwater Scholarship. 
Jeff :Jlaucf.; Jeff has worked within the computer science discipline to develop a tutoring system for teaching organic chemistry 
students about retrosynthetic analysis . When he was unable to secure a MAP award for the 2001-2002 academic year, Jeff decided to 
conduct research on the project on a volunteer basis. Combining knowledge from his courses, skills acquired during his internship 
with Alliance Technical Services during summer 2001, and learning on his own, Jeff redesigned the simple prototype system. His 
work resulted in a paper/presentation, "Codename OCT: The Organic Chemistry Tutorial" at the 35th Annual Midwest Instruction and 
Computing Symposium in Cedar Falls, Iowa. The work was also presented as a poster at the 2002 UMM Undergraduate Research 
Symposium. An extension to this work was funded through UROP for summer and fall 2002. 
Patricl(Jolinston: Patrick has shown diligence, keen interest and creativity, traits he has most keenly exhibited in two independent 
research projects . The first , as a Morri s Academic Partner in 2001-2002 academic year, pertained to hi s construction of a pilot project 
involving survey research regarding political attitudes and orientations. Patrick is producing a sizable research paper on the topic to 
present to undergraduate conferences this spring. His work on a second UROP research project, a hi story of the Clontarf Indian 
school, was presented at the annual Undergraduate Research Symposium at UMM and at the National Conference on Undergraduate 
Research last spring. He has also completed research on democratic trends in Africa, the area of study he expects to pursue in graduate 
school. He will co-present the results at two major political science conferences this spring. In addition to his scholarly work, Patrick 
has been a writer for the University Register, has served on a university committee, and has been a Peer Tutor for the Academic 
Ass istance Center. He has twice worked as a teaching assistant in a political sc ience introductory course, and for two history courses. 
1Jomi.nilJ.ue 'l(p.rfsson: During her research as a Morris Academic Partner 2000-2001, Dominique contributed to the base of a chapter 
on Mary Baker Eddy, founder of Christian Science, in the textbook, "BODIES and Souls: Women and the World's Religions." The 
result of Dominique's research was included in materials for the fall 200 1 UMM course, Women and Religion. As a result of her 
travel as an exchange student in Japan in 200 1-2002, and her subsequent enthusiasm for Japanese hi story, she is working, by her own 
design, on a tutorial by researching materials in European languages, specifically material written by and about Jesuit missionaries 
working in Japan during the 16th centw-y. She has completed a bibliography for fall 2002 semester, and is compiling an annotated 
bibliography of her sources. She will complete the project in May 2003. In addition, as a student in the course titled Scientific 
Revolution , Dominique has written a paper connecting Descartes' physics with his theory of language that the professor deems first-
rate and of publication quality. 
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Courtney Xtitli: Courtney has rapidly developed from an inexperienced researcher into a research team leader. During her first 
research experiment, an investigation of reciprocal maternal-fetal interactions in stressed mouse offspring, she assumed leadership of 
the team, developed methodology, helped design the experiment, collected much of the data, and provided direction for other team 
members. Due to enors by the previous team leader, the data was unsuitable to be presented at a conference or for publication. 
Concurrent with the first project, Courtney developed another project that focused on looking at the effect of gestational stress on 
partner preference in ad ult male mice. The project was completed in spring semester 2002 and is being submitted for publication to 
Physiology and Behavior. Courtney received the psychology discipline's annual award, the Psychology Research Apprenticeship, as 
the most outstanding student in spring 2002. As the recipient of the award, Courtney was again the team leader of a group of students 
investigating the effects of paternal alcohol use on the development of young mice. Upon completion, the project will be submitted for 
presentation and publication. 
Curtis 'l(JJ.nR!-[: Curti s has made outstanding contributions as a scholar by way of a most difficult undergraduate research project and 
three conference presentations. His work is interdisciplinary in nature, using concepts from and benefiting mathematics, computer 
science and statistics. His research on Ramsey Numbers was funded by the UROP in 2002-2003. His presentation of his research at 
the annual joint National Meeting of the American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of America in Baltimore, 
Md., in January 2003 was impeccably presented and successfully received. Results of hi s research were also accepted for presentation 
at the 36th Annual Midwest Instruction and Computing Symposium in Duluth in April 2003. Budgetary constraints will prevent him 
from presenting at the April 2003 NCUR Conference in Utah, although hi s proposal and abstract were accepted. Also a tutor and 
effective student representative in the three above-named disciplines , Cm1is will give an oral presentation at the UMM Undergraduate 
Research Symposium. 
'.Ben !:MQ.l(Jlle[[: Using an econometric analysis of a firm-level dataset, on the U.S. trucking industry 1977-1987, Ben 's UROP research 
has focused on a topic of longstanding interest to both scholars and public policy makers: What is the relationship between the earning 
levels of high status employees versus low-status employees in firms facing a large increase in the level of competition in their 
industry? The research will result in a co-authored paper that has been invited for submissions this summer to a special issue of 
Research in Transportation Economics, a refereed journal. Ben will present preliminary results to the National Conference on 
Undergraduate Research in Salt Lake City March 13- 15 , and will apply to present at the UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium 
in April. Ben 's ability to address class material and issues, in addition to supplying insights from his extensive reading and hi s 
economics courses, are a unique asset to class discussions 
Joef 'J{f.fson: With a double major in mathematics and computer science, Joel has also gained industrial expe1ience during an 
internship at Lockheed Martin last summer. His research has led to one refereed conference paper last year and two this year at the 
Midwest Instructional Computing Conference, one of the oldest computer science conferences in the nation. He also presented last 
year at the National Conference for Undergraduate Research. As a result of this year's research on graph algorithms and parallel 
processing, Joel has discovered a new algo1ithm for the mathematical Min-Cut Problem that performs better than the best-known 
algorithm today. He also assists junior research students with their research process. 
::Mereaitfi 'J{petzef: Meredith has earned full "A"s in virtually all of her courses required for a double major in biology and chemistry. 
She has worked summers on plant breeding research on the U's St. Paul campus that led to her designing a successfully funded UROP 
proposal on varietal preferences of and plant responses to the newly introduced soybean aphid. She is completing the final report 
which will likely be published this year. Meredith has provided leadership in the biology discipline as president of the Biology Club, 
as a teaching assistant, and as a student representative. 
Ji[[ Sclirecl(l For her senior seminar course that she completed in her junior year, Jill combined her interests in mass media and 
Spanish in a research project, titled "The Many faces of People: An analysis and comparison of People weekly and People en 
Espanol." She expertly merged ethnicity, race, assimilation and changing cultural values with a systematic analysis of over 3,775 
pages of carefulJy selected print documents and nearly 2,000 photographs. Her manuscript was accepted for presentation at the 
prestigious 18'" Annua l Red River Student Communications Conference. Jill has also worked as a homecoming intern for Alumni 
Relations, and completed a public affairs internship for State Farm Insurance. She spent a summer studying at lnstituto Allende in San 
Miguel de Allende Mexico. An effective communicator and an exhaustive researcher, Jill studied at the University of Seville in Spain. 
Jeanna Sdiultz: Jeanna has made remarkable contributions by way of two interdisc iplinary projects, as a MAP in 2001 -2002 and the 
UROP in 2002-2003. As a MAP, she analyzed some preliminary data obtained fro m the Minnesota Department of Transportation to 
assist her facu lty adviser in developing a mathematical model to optimize MnDot's fl eet yield and control. Jeanna also developed a 
systematic way to find linearly independent di1·ected hypergraphs using a computer algebra software. After researching ways she could 
apply her new techniques, she wrote a proposal and was awarded a UROP grant to support her independent work on Studying 
Pollution Trends in the Manuel la-Stella Lake Systems: A discrete dynamical approach. Pending approval, portions of her UROP wi ll 
be presented at the UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium in April 2003 . Due to Jeanna's results, which are distinctive from 
prev iously publi shed findings on the topic, the outcomes of her UROP project are publishable in the Journal of Undergraduate 
Mathematics and Applications at the end of this academic year. 
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Jlltlrienne Scfr.wartz: Adrienne has demonstrated a strong grasp of the theoretical and experimental aspects of physics , especially 
observational astrophysics, during her work on a radio astronomical observing project. She was engaged in a Research Experience for 
Undergraduates at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ' s Haystack Observatory and presented her research at the Winter 2003 
American Astronomical Society Meeting in Seattle. Her research on maser velocity distribution has been accepted for presentation at 
the 2003 National Conference of Undergraduate Research Conference in Salt Lake City. She will also present her maser studies at the 
Spring 2003 MAAPT meeting and at the Spring 2003 Minnesota Academy of Science meeting at the University's St. Paul campus. 
Margaret 'Utt~: With a double major in English and Medieval Studies and an art history minor, Margaret is a Mon-is Academic 
Partner. She presented a senior honors seminar paper on Thomas Middleton at the English research symposium last December. Thanks 
to receiving the Bos Undergraduate Research Award last year, she will present an enhanced paper on the topic in April at a national 
undergraduate research symposium at Weber State University in Utah. She will present a paper on Shakespeare at the UMM 
Undergraduate Research Symposium this spting, and has applied for a UROP for next year. Margaret will attend the annual 
conference of the Minnesota Council of Teachers of English in St. Cloud to talk about performing Shakespeare in the classroom. She 
has served on the search committee for a tenure-line professor and the student representative to the Scholastic and Assessment 
Committees in addition to other extensive campus involvement. 
Lynn 'Weyer: From spring of her sophomore year, junior Lynn has displayed an insatiable appetite for research, most notably in the 
area of synthetic chemistry. In her Introduction to Research project, she worked with another student to study the challenging topic of 
the alkylation of cyclopentadienyl iron (II) acyl complexes. Lynn chose to continue her research this year as a Morris Academic 
Partner. She has also applied for a DROP to continue research next fall. She has applied for summer research positions, and has 
worked in this capacity in the summer of 2002 as an REU (Research Experience for Undergraduates) at the University of Wyoming. 
In March, Lynn presented her research on the preparation of a molecule that could be used to assay for the presence of various 
molecules of biological interest at the national meeting of the American Chemical Society. 
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President's Outstanding Minority Scholarship 
Entering freshmen who are awarded the President 's Outstanding Minority Scholarship receive a scholarship ranging from $1,000 to 
$3,000 per year, for four years. Recipients are selected for this competitive scholarship from minority student applicants who are high 
school seniors, have superior academic records and college aptitude test scores, and demonstrate leadership and creativity. 
Jennifer J. Anderson, Montevideo Kelsi B. Holland, Thief River Falls Irma R. Salazar, El Paso, Tex. 
Robe1t L. Booth, Ridgeview, S.D. Kyle N. Hosker, Plymouth Lucia Valencia Briseno, Worthington 
Alisha J. Bowers, Chicago, Ill. Angelica Lozano, Monis Monica L. Van Hom, St. John, N.D. 
Nicole A. Bryant, Rochester Charle L. Luckett, Chicago, Ill. Keng Vang, St. Paul 
Patrick E. Collins, Milwaukee, Wis. Leonard A. Matthias, Monis Nicholas B. White, Country Club Hills, Ill. 
Kimeshia D. Daniels, Chicago, Ill. Laura E. McClendon, St. Louis Park Caitlin M . Wilde, Golden Valley 
Bethani A. Diersen, Rochester DeAnne E. McKenzie, Mizpah Kona Yang, Woodbury 
Keri A. Dupris, Eagle Butte, S.D. Danielle Mercurio, Pittsburg, Calif. Nancy L. Yang, Blaine 
Jessica H. Engelking, Morris Judy X. Olson, Alexandria Jessica L. Zepeda, Dekalb, Ill. 
Kitty T. Harri s, Chicago, Ill. Nichole Rick, Colorado Springs, Colo. 
National Merit Scholarship 
The University of Minnesota, Morris participates in the National Merit Scholarhip Program. Finalists in the National Merit 
Scholarship Program receive a four-year full-tuition scholarship to the University of Minnesota, Morris. (These students are denoted 
by the* by their name.) Funding for the full-tuition scholarship comes from National Merit and University of Minnesota, Morris . 
Students must have indicated Morris as their first choice school to the National Merit Corporation to be eligible for this scholarship. 
*Emily J. Bakker, Willmar 
*David J. Bohlander, Brainerd 
* Anthony M. Bohn, M01Tis 
Maria M. Brandt, Redwood Falls 
Anthony C. Cary, Fridley 
*Erin E. Cary, Fridley 
*Steve M . Caudill, Eden Prairie 
*Larissa R. Davisson, Cold Spring 
*Carolyn E. Draper, Brookings, S.D. 
*Travis K. Gassman, Hutchinson 
*Mark E. Hammond, Bloomington 
David C. Harnrum, Morris 
*Eric L. Hansen, St. Cloud 
*Jeffrey S. Hansen, St. Cloud 
*Susan M. Hanson, Monis 
*Alexander J. Hatheway, Woodbury 
*Monica R. Haynes, Holyoke 
*Laura L. Hinnenthal, New Ulm 
*David K. Hobbs, Golden Valley 
*David J. Holler, Chanhassen 
*Rebecca M. Iverson, Watertown, S.D. 
*Elizabeth M. Jensen, Bloomington 
*Dominique L. Karlsson, Moorhead 
Molly G. Kauffmann, Hanover 
*Deanne M. Kociemba, Sartell 
*Holly M. Matthies, New Richland 
*Jill C. McDonald, Windom 
* Anne E. Meyer, St. Joseph 
Presidential Scholarship 
*Christina M. Meyer, St. Joseph 
*Leah M. Mullenbach, Austin 
* Angela R. Pawlak, St. Paul 
*Kurt A. Refsnider, Coon Rapids 
*Travis J. Ryder, Gilbert 
*Nathaniel B. Sayles, Belleville, Wis. 
*Ryan G. Stout, Monis 
*Katherine F. Thanel, Fergus Falls 
Margaret E. Uttke, Plainview 
Brielle M. Wacker, Arlington 
*Gina M. Westlund, Wyoming 
Kathe1ine M. Wickham, Fairmont 
*Nathaniel WiJliams, Silver Spring, Md. 
The University of Minnesota, Morris awards the Presidential Scholarship in recognition of the top students in each entering class. 
Recipients are selected according to criteria based on performance, evidence of leadership and potential for scholarship and contribution to 
the campus community. This competitive scholarship rewards recipients ranging from $1,500-$2,000 per year for four years. 
Andrew L. Anderson, St. James Maria M. Brandt, Redwood Falls Sarah J. Gannon, Winneconne, Wis. 
Hilary K. Anderson, Mon-is Nicolas H. Buer, Canby Rachel L. Gartner, Hastings 
Kerry L. Anderson, Hugo Matthew C. Carlson, Fargo, N.D. Travis K. Gassman, Hutchin on 
Chelsea K. Anttila, Minneapolis Erin E. Cary, Fridley Adam B. Girtman, Prior Lake 
Lisa B. Ashling, Dawson Jordanna R. Chambliss, Coon Rapids Steven E. Gjerdingen, Roseville 
Jessica A. Baer, Corcoran Amelia F. Chouravong, Brooklyn Park Amanda S. Gjertsen, Woodbury 
Emily J. Bakker, Willmar Jay S. Clawson, North Branch Kelly L. Gones, New Ulm 
Laurie J. Barten, Paynesville Larissa R. Davisson, Cold Spring Matthew C. Gravelle, Maplewood 
Shawna M. Beaudry, Albertville Carolyn E. Draper, Brookings, S.D. Tara M. Gromatka, Alexandria 
Corina M. Bernstein, Little Falls Kathryn M. Droske, Stevens Point, Wis. Stacy L. Gross, Blaine 
Leigh C. Berven, Marine On St. Croix Wendy M. Edelbrock, St. Cloud Jessica J. Gurr, Morri s 
Katherine R. Beyer, Willmar Tyler D. Engen, Caledonia Katherine R. Haberkorn, Aitkin 
Paul M . Bjordahl , Milbank, S.D. Matthew B. Fahse, Olivia Joleen C. Hadrich, Avon 
Allison E. Bjurback, Minneapolis Tayler J. Ferguson , St. Francis Tara N. Halvorsen, Blaine 
Ryan M. Blad, White Bear Lake Camille E. Flanders, Paynesville Susan M. Hanson, Morris 
Brianna L. Bouffard, St. Cloud Nicole C. Flohr, Apple Valley Adrienne A. Harden, New Brighton 
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Anna M . Haseman, Evansville 
Tony J. Heinen, Melrose 
Tyler J. Helland, LeCenter 
Timothy J. Hellendrung, New Ulm 
Laura A. Hildreth, Warba 
Lisa M. Holloway, Woodbury 
Amanda N. Howard, Brooklyn Park 
Rachel L. Hultman, Vadnais Heights 
Rebecca M. Iverson, Watertown, S.D. 
Margaret B. James, Woodbury 
Elizabeth M. Jensen, Bloomington 
Amy M . Johnson, Litchfield 
Lisa M. Johnson, Marshall 
Zachary A. Juhnke, Willmar 
Amie L. Kegler, Inver Grove Heights 
Jill S. Kimman, Freeport 
Jacob T. Klubben , Lisbon, N.D. 
Allison M. Knutson, Vermillion, S.D. 
Alexandra L. Kondrick, Columbia Heights 
Lee A. Korby, Wrensha]] 
Eric W. Korman, Hawick 
JoAnna M. Korn , Morris 
Austin R. Krohn, Buckman 
Katie M. Kuechenmeister, Blaine 
Katie M. Lampi , Brooklyn Park 
Katie M . Larson, St. Cloud 
Emily L. Layer, Elk River 
Courtney M . LeClair, Fargo, N.D. 
Glenda E. Lee, Apple Valley 
Stacie L. Lilliquist, Caledonia 
Sarah M. Lofgren, Marshall 
Brandon J. Mach, Hancock 
Richelle L. Maciej , Little Falls 
Andrew R. Maurer, Benson 
Katherine A. Melgaard, Morris 
Alicia R. Mendez, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
Anne E . Meyer, St. Joseph 
Christina M. Meyer, St. Joseph 
Bettina M. Mohn, Morris 
Karen G. Morlock, Hastings 
Leah M. Mullenbach, Austin 
Sarah M. Musser, MarshaII 
Anna L. Naughten, Aberdeen, S.D. 
Chassidy R. Nelson, Bufffalo 
Jonathan B. Nelson, Redwood Falls 
Ruth E. Patten, Buffalo 
Angela R. Pawlak, St. Paul 
Benjamin K. Peterson, St. Paul 
Elizabeth A. Preuss, Fairmont 
Jonathan M. Quarfoth, Arden Hills 
Jacalyn M. Rahm, Foley 
Aaron P. Rairdon, Cass Lake 
Kurt A. Refsnider, Coon Rapids 
Lindsey M. Renner, Wall , S.D. 
Christina M. Rettmann, Buffalo Lake 
Rosemary D. Reynolds, Hill sboro, N.M. 
Diana R. Roen, Stillwater 
Evan L. Ronken, Lake Park 
Angela C. Ross, Bloomington 
Tiffany J. Roufs, Loretto 
Seth W. Rowan, Minneapolis 
Kay M. Saager, Poynette, Wis. 
Elizabeth J. Savelkoul, Belgrade 
Mandy E. Schoen, Winnipeg, Canada 
Special Talent Scholarship 
Mary C. Schuh, Mandan, N.D. 
Andrew T. Shaffer, St. Loui s Park 
Codi L. Skjoldal, Shadehill , S.D. 
Anne E. Skoglund, Minneapolis 
Jill M . Skwira, Holdingford 
Laura M. Smith, West Concord 
Leslie S. St. Aubin, Watertown 
Rebecca A. Steffen, Princeton 
Kri sten M. Strissel, Rapid City, S.D. 
Ellen R. Stuckey, New Ulm 
Laura R. Sullivan, Dellwood 
Michael J. Sullivan, Eau Claire, Wis . 
Seth T. Sweep, Hibbing 
Ann L. Tally, Roseville 
Reuben J. Ternes, Hazen, N.D. 
Kamaria L. Tisher, Faulkton, S.D . 
Andy L. Uttke, Morris 
Bess Vlaisavljevich, Shoreview 
Abby A. Von Arx, Caledonia 
Trisha J. Walter, Doran 
Cheyenne M . Wendt, Eyota 
Crista L. Wengler, Brookings, S.D. 
Amanda C. Westland, Glenville 
Ryan J. Whittaker, Buffalo 
Katherine M. Wickham, Fairmont 
Danielle E. Wiklund, Apple Valley 
Anne M. Williams, Stillwater 
MacKenzie A. Wilson, New Hope 
Brandon J. Winters, Foley 
Andrew C. Wyman, St. Cloud 
Matthew D. Zachman, Litchfield 
Luke J. Zachmann, St. Michael 
The University of Minnesota, Moni s awards Special Talent Scholarships to freshmen students who demonstrate exceptional talent in 
one or more co-curTicular acti vities. The $1,000 per year scholarship is renewable for four years. 
Liam Conger, Cook 
Kristin R. Dalrymple, Wo1thington 
Aaron M. King, Melrose, Wis. 
Natalie C. Kinsky, Woodbury 
Joseph E. Martin, Alexandria 
Paul R. Peterson, Blaine 
Transfer Academic Scholarship 
Emily K. Randleman, Ortonville 
Andrew J. Tralle, Elk River 
The Un iversity of Minnesota, Morris has established a schol arship for students transferring to Morris with a cumulative GPA of 3.50 
or 3.75. Students receiving thi s scholarship will receive a one-quarter or one-half tuition scholarship, respectively. 
Deborah L. Andreasen , Glenwood 
Martha C. Benson, Eden Prairie 
Wendy A. Boelke, Glenwood 
Becki J. Church, Hancock 
Daniel K. Copperud , Worthington 
Brett A. Edlund, Cyrus 
Jessica L. Fenno, Alexandria 
Quinn N. Hemze, Sacred Heart 
Erica A. Henderson, Foxhome 
Laurel M. Hennessy, Grand Marais 
Vincent R. Henning, Roslyn , S.D. 
Anna J. Holte, Mankato 
Joey Keopraseuth, Albert Lea 
Jonathan J. Lang, Melrose 
Sarah R. Lauhead, Vadnais Heights 
Rachel E. Minar, Morris 
Dav id M . O'Brien, Nelson 
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Melissa A. Schweiss, Welcome 
Levi M . Weber, Benson 
Jllcaaemic Scfwfarsliip .9Lwartl 
The University of Minnesota, Morris awards Academic Scholarships to freshmen graduating in the top five percent, ten percent 
and twenty percent of their high school class. These students receive renewable $2000, $1500 and $500 scholarships, respectively, 
for four years. 
Amy R. Ackerman, Warba 
Ebenezer T . Adebara, St. Paul 
Katherine E. Ahrens, Belgrade 
Erin A. Ai li , Esko 
John A. Alden, Hackensack 
Margaret I. Alexander, Hastings 
Kelly R. Alsdurf, Hastings 
Erny J . Amborn, Duluth 
Nathan R. Andersen, Beloit, Wis. 
Alyssa M. Anderson, Morristown 
Andrew L. Anderson, St. James 
Annika S. Anderson, Barrett 
Elizabeth Joy. Anderson, Gully 
Elizabeth M. Anderson, 
Brooklyn Park 
Heidi J. Anderson, Glenham, S.D. 
Hilary K. Anderson, Morris 
Jennifer J. Anderson, Montevideo 
Kerry L. Anderson, Hugo 
Layne M. Anderson, Fort Pierre, S.D. 
Nicole L. Anderson, Zimmerman 
Tracey J. Anderson, Alexandria 
Whitney E. Anderson, Red Wing 
Chelsea K. Anttila, Minneapolis 
Katie M. Appel, Aitkin 
Lindsey E. Armstrong, Pequot Lakes 
Lisa B. AshJing, Dawson 
Liana M. Aube, Bemidji 
Natasha R. Auge, Northfield 
Jessica A. Baer, Corcoran 
Rachel D. Baker, Hawley 
Emily J. Bakker, Willmar 
E lizabeth A. Barrie, St. Paul 
Laurie J. Barten, Paynesville 
Kayla J. Basore, New London 
Daniel M . Baustian, Dell Rapids, S.D. 
Christopher J. Beckerrnann, Melrose 
Rachel A. Beckman, Dassel 
Kristina L. Bell , Duluth 
Cassidy J . Bennett, Wahpeton, N.D. 
Charles J . Benson, Phoenix , Ariz. 
Alicia J . Bercier, White Bear Lake 
Eric Bergeland, Madison 
Malinda M. Berglund, Grand Marais 
Corina M. Bernstein, Little Falls 
A lexandra M. Bertolas, Britt 
Leigh C. Berven, 
Marine On St. Croix 
Katherine R. Beyer, Willmar 
Kelly J. Bierwerth , Shoreview 
A lli son E. Bjurback, Minneapolis 
Sarah E. Black, P lymouth 
Ryan M . Blad, White Bear Lake 
Joel A. Blaha, Detroit Lakes 
Rache l A. Blixt, Eden Prairie 
Amy R. Block, Detroit Lakes 
Rachel L. Bockus, Elbow Lake 
David J. Bohlander, Brainerd 
Ramsay N. Bohm, Hancock 
Rebecca A. Bombyk, Minneapoli s 
Robert L. Booth, Ridgeview, S.D. Kristin R. Dalrymple, Worthington 
Anne M. BorgendaJe, Montevideo Kimeshia D. Daniels, Chicago, Ill . 
Jaycee M . Borrelli, North St. Paul Katherine A. Davison, Burnsville 
Amorette R. Borst, Pillager Larissa R. Davisson, Cold Spring 
Nicole M . Bothwell, Moose Lake Carol.ine E. Daykin, St. Paul 
Joseph A. Boucha, Will.iams Gi na DeBreto, Virginia 
Brianna L. Bouffard, St. Cloud Megan DeLong, St. Paul 
Brian J. Bourne, Alexandria Kate N. DeWenter, Bemidji 
Jack 0 . Bovee, Le Center Matthew J . Derry, Grand Rapids 
Alisha J. Bowers, Chicago, Ill. Derek N. Desens, Litchfield 
Allison J . Braun, Sleepy Eye Tera M . Deutsch, Belle Plaine 
Kathryn H . Brenner, Bird Island Bethani A . Diersen, Rochester 
Lindsay C. Brinkman, Glencoe Nicole J. Dirkes, Sauk Centre 
Arny I. Brotten, Fridley Kara L. Dolney, Woodbury 
Ian K. Brown, Roseville Angela M . DosdaU, Prior Lake 
Chasity M. Buck, Mission, S.D. Michael E. Doucette, Watertown 
Nicolas H. Buer, Canby Carolyn E. Draper, Brookings, S.D. 
Shannon M . Buncher, Hutchinson Kathryn M. Droske, 
Jason D. Burns, Watertown Stevens Point, Wis. 
Erin E . Burquest, Eagle Bend Trista S. Dukowitz, Paynesville 
Hilary M . Bush, New Prague Adam P. Durand, South St. Paul 
Adria L. Bykowski, Elk River Betsy A. Dwight, Bemidji 
Luke J . Cahill , Burnsville Nicholas P. Dysken, Minneapolis 
Molly A. Cahill , Burnsville Catherine G. Eaton, New Hope 
Antony D . Calvin, Milwaukee, Wis. Wendy M. Edelbrock, St. Cloud 
Sara M. Campbell, Madison, Wis. Christina L. Edstrom, Maple Grove 
Zarah R. Campion, Minneapol.is Dustin L. Eggers, Maple Plain 
Christopher M. Carey, Cottage Grove Tenecia J . Egland, Luverne 
Kristin R. Carlson, Dassel Angela M. Eischens, Morris 
Matthew C. Carlson, Fargo, N.D. Amanda S. Eklund, New Hope 
Anthony C. Cary, Fridley Nicholas L. Eli, Cooperstown, N.D. 
Abby L. Casemore, White Bear Lake Renae L. Ellingson, Milan 
Jordanna R. Chambliss, Coon Rapids Kathleen R. Ellis , Barrett 
Bradley D . Childs, Bloomington Emily A . E lsner, Coon Rapids 
Ameha F. Chouravong, Kevin M . Ely, Blaine 
Brooklyn Park Jess ica H . Engelking, Morri s 
Amy R. Christensen, Slayton Tyler D. Engen, Caledonia 
Patrick E. Christenson, Melrose Aram J. Eskridge, St. Paul 
Andrew B. Chri stianson, Julie M. Eveslage, Avon 
Sioux Falls, S.D. Ranae N. Faaborg, Radcliffe, Iowa 
Chad A. Christianson, Verndale Matthew B. Fahse, Olivia 
E li zabeth C. Chun, Edina Sarah L. Faith, Audubon 
Jay S . Clawson, North Branch Adam M . Falkenstein, Carver 
Monica S. Claybourne, Chicago, Ill. Johanna R. Farmer, Spearfish, S.D . 
Estella E. Claymore, Rapid City, S.D. Jennifer A. Farrell , Hibbing 
Alicia N. Cleary, Duluth Bonnie M . Fedor, Elk River 
Josh A. Cochrane, Rochester Chad J. Felton, Sleepy Eye 
Kyle V. Cogger, Bethel Tayler J . Ferguson, St. Franci s 
Alicia B . Coleman, Morris T imothy B . Finnegan , Maplewood 
Rose M . Coleman, Burnsv ille Nicole C. Flohr, Apple Valley 
Patrick E. Coll ins, Milwaukee, Wis. Angie R. Forkrud, Belview 
Liam Conger, Cook Phoenix T . Fors, Mora 
T imothy P. Connors, Eden Valley Renee C. Foss, Hastings 
Daniel W . Conroy, Fergus Fall s Megan A. Fowler, Hastings 
Jewel L. Cooper, Morri s Laura A. Freeman, White Bear Lake 
Daniel P. Coursolle, St. Paul Mark J. Fu ller, Bemidji 
Karen A. Cox, Randall Sarah J. Gannon, Winneconne, Wis. 
William T. Cox , Fergus Fall s Heather N. Gardner, Wayzata 
Patrice Crenshaw, East Point, Ga. Michelle L. Gartner, Park Rapids 
E lizabeth M. Cuddy, Minneapolis Travis K. Gassman, Hutchinson 
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Kathleen M . Geyer, Little Falls 
Kirsten N. Giles, Morris 
Marit A. Gilkey, Montevideo 
Jennifer L. Gill, Duluth 
Matthew H. Gilmore, Pipestone 
Diana L. Giordano, Stillwater 
Adam B. Girtman, Prior Lake 
Steven E. Gjerdingen, Roseville 
Jessica L. Gleckler, Mitchell, S.D. 
Kristina L. Goebel, Plymouth 
Megan S. Goldsmith, 
Merril lan, Wis. 
Cendy Gonzalez, El Paso, Tex. 
Cody J . Gramm, Rosemount 
Matthew C. Gravelle, Maplewood 
Alisa J . Greenwaldt, Henning 
Tara M. Gromatka, Alexandria 
Stacy L. Gross, Blaine 
Bradley K. Guimont, Zimmerman 
Jennifer J. Gully, Paynesville 
Briana L. Gunning, Morris 
Paul A. Gustafson, Spring Lake Park 
Jenna L. Gustafsson, 
Valley City, N.D . 
Christopher L. Gutzman, Arden Hills 
Katherine R. Haberkorn, Aitkin 
Joleen C. Hadrich, Avon 
Bryce A. Hagenbuch, Colman, S.D. 
Shaun H. Hainey, Pine Springs 
Erin M. Halloran, Belle Plaine 
Tara N. Halvorsen, Blaine 
Randy L. Hamling, Rosholt, S.D. 
Eric L. Hansen, St. Cloud 
Jeffrey S. Hansen, St. Cloud 
Hayden S. Hansmann, Stanchfield 
Amanda L. Hanson, Ada 
Eric J . Hanson, Farmington 
Susan M. Hanson, Morris 
Shana K. Haraldson, Pipestone 
Adrienne A. Harden, New Brighton 
Daniel R. Harn1s, Rochester 
Anna V. Harrington, Stillwater 
Anna M . Haseman, Evansville 
Sarah J. Haugen, Bloomington 
Monica R . Haynes, Holyoke 
Lacee D. Heald, Ogilvie 
Abby L. Hedglin , Melrose 
Kelsey E. Heinemann, Hudson, Wis. 
Tony J . Heinen, Melrose 
Tyler J. Helland, LeCenter 
Timothy J . Hellendrung, New Ulm 
Alison M . Helm, St. Joseph 
Beth M . Hernn1ing, Sebeka 
Tanis M. Henderson, Grand Rapids 
Kristen K. Henretty, Phoenix, Ariz. 
John M . Heroff, Chicago, Ill. 
Brian R. Herold, Pierz 
Abram J. Heyn, Princeton 
Laura A. Hi ldreth, Warba 
Eleanora M . Hilton , Center, N.D. 
Adam J. Hocum, Prinsburg 
Andrew T. Hoheisel, Pierz 
Kelsi B. Holland, Thief River Falls 
Lisa M . Holloway, Woodbury 
Jacob J. Holthaus, Buffalo 
Sarah L. Holtrop, Luverne 
Kelli J . Honsey, Rolette, N.D. 
Rebecca M. Houdek, Deer River 
Amanda N. Howard, Brooklyn Park 
Heather L. Huberty, B laine 
Jennifer L. H uselid, Clinton 
Chandra R. Hutchens, North Branch 
Amanda R. Hyde, Minneapolis 
Katie M . Hyndman, Sartell 
Kristen M. Invie, St. Louis Park 
Mandy J. Iveland, Luverne 
Jeffrey C. Iverson, Glenwood 
Rebecca M. Iverson, Watertown, S.D. 
Margaret B. James, Woodbury 
Jeff E. Janca, Billings, Mont. 
Alex Jarvis, St. C loud 
Blair C. Jasper, P ipestone 
Elizabeth M. Jensen, Bloomington 
Meghan R. Jensen, Brownsdale 
Tami J. Jensen, Burnsville 
Jeremy R. Jimenez, Berwyn, Ill. 
Brianna L. Johansen, Sartell 
Amanda C. Johnson, North Branch 
Amy M . Johnson, Litchfield 
Christine M . Johnson, Brainerd 
Jared C. Johnson, Minneapolis 
Katherine S. Johnson, Lakeland 
Lauren A. Johnson, Yelm, Wash. 
Lisa M . Johnson, Marshall 
Marnie D . Johnson, Plymouth 
Melissa M. Johnson, Henning 
Rachel J . Johnson, Redwood Falls 
Rebecca J. Johnson, Breckenridge 
Rory J. Johnson, Eveleth 
Roselynn C. Jones, Cass Lake 
Allison L. Jordahl, Fargo, N.D. 
Lisa M . Jordan, Roseville 
Aja M. Josephson, Holmes City 
Kristin K. Juhlin, Cloquet 
Zachary A. Juhnke, Willmar 
Laura A. Justin, Little Falls 
Elizabeth J. Kahl , Farmi ngton 
Ryan L. Kasi , Cambridge 
Molly G. Kauffmann, Hanover 
Amie L. Kegler, 
Inver Grove Heights 
Jennifer M. Kelzenberg, Champlin 
Sarah J. Kenner, Rapid City, S.D. 
Russel D. Kerfeld , Melrose 
Matthew L. Kessler, St. Michael 
Jessica D. Kie l, M ilaca 
Rebekah A. Kilen, Rochester 
Jill S. Kimman, Freeport 
Aaron M. King, Melrose, Wi s. 
Mindy J. Kingstrom, Oli via 
Natalie C. Kinsky, Woodbury 
Amanda B. Kirkpatrick, Faribau lt 
Peter Carl. Kirwin, Stillwater 
Jam ie D. K!emenhagen, Shakopee 
Sara C. Kloek, Sti llwater 
Kayla J. Kloos, Avon 
Jacob T. Klubben, Li sbon, N.D. 
Erin E. Knieff, Deerwood 
Laura E. Knierim, Breezy Point 
Carsten Paul W. Knoche, 
White Bear Lake 
Allison M. Knutson, Vernlillion, S.D. 
Tamara M. Koecher, Buffalo 
Jessica A. Koehn, Holdingford 
Rebecca J . Ko ll , Little Falls 
Alexandra L. Kondrick, 
Columbia Heights 
Eric W . Korman, Hawick 
JoAnna M . Korn, Morri s 
Daniel R. Kramer, Eyota 
Lindsey K. Krause, Forest Lake 
Austin R. Krohn, Buckman 
Katie M. Kuechenmeister, Blaine 
Janelle M . LaCoursiere, 
Minneapolis 
Chad W. LaForge, Maple Grove 
Dawn Marie. Ladda, St. Michael 
Cynthia R. Lahr, Sauk Centre 
Ashley J. Laliberte, Crystal 
Katie M . Lampi, Brooklyn Park 
Alexis J. Lang, Vermillion, S .D . 
Katie M. Larson, Saint Cloud 
Tri stan Jane. Larson, Albert Lea 
Shannon L. Lashyro, Crosby 
Jennifer S. Lass, Hardwick 
Molly M . Laumeyer, Long Prairie 
Melanie L. Lautenshlager, Buffalo 
Emily L. Layer, Elk River 
Courtney M . LeClair, Fargo, N.D. 
Alexandra N . Leis, Elbow Lake 
Clare E. Leitzman, Mankato 
Nicolas A. Lembcke, 
Norwood Young Ame1ica 
Kri sta L. Leonard, Verndale 
Kelsey B. Libson, Brooklyn Center 
Joy R. Lichtsinn, Morris 
Hannah I. Lieberman, Minneapolis 
Stacie L. Lilliquist, Caledonia 
Timothy J. Lindberg, Roseville 
Jennifer M. Litzinger, Rice 
Bryant R. Loehr, Great Falls, Mont. 
Sarah M . Lofgren, Marshall 
Kevin D. Logan, Madison, S.D. 
Kasey M . Loidolt, Cohasset 
Karri L. Lounsbury, Litchfield 
Angelica Lozano, Morris 
Emily A. Lyman, Duluth 
Elizabeth J . Lynch, Albertville 
Abby M. Lyon, Melrose 
Brandon J. Mach, Hancock 
Liza C. Macho, Buffalo 
Richelle L. M aciej , Little Falls 
Kay Dee L. Maddy, 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Erin A. Magedanz, Huron, S.D. 
Jennifer A. Mages, Belgrade 
Cassandra R. Maki , Virginia 
Jenna L. Maki , Clearwater 
Brianna D. Mann, Battle Lake 
Jessica M. Mann, Luverne 
Wayne A. Manselle, Kandiyohi 
Andrea J. Markgraf, Hutchinson 
David W. Martin, Coon Rapids 
Paul J. Martin, Little Falls 
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Octavio Martinez, Morri s 
Carly R. Matheson, Albert Lea 
Benjamin C. Mathew , Eden Prairie 
Emily K. Mathews, Brooklyn Center 
Heather M. Mathews, Cyrus 
Rachel L. Mathiowetz, Sleepy Eye 
Jon R. Mathisen, Coon Rapids 
Rachel M. Matthew, St. Paul 
Leonard A. Matthias, Morris 
Jed L. Matthiesen, Luverne 
Joshua R. Mattson, Lake Park 
Andrew R. Maurer, Benson 
Kaitlyn A. Maurer, Champl in 
Benj amin M. Maxwell , Bloomington 
Bret M. Mayer, Minot, N.D. 
Bradley R. McBeath, Bloomington 
Corrine N . McCaffrey, Osseo 
Jill C. McDonald, Windom 
Samantha M. McDonough, 
St. Paul Park 
Evan P. McLeish, Alexandria 
Megan E. McLennan, Duluth 
Laura J . McMullin, Rochester 
Jessica A. Meininger, Duluth 
Kristin E. Meister, Duluth 
Katherine A. Melgaard, Morri s 
Victor N. Melnichuk, Eden Valley 
Alici a R. Mendez, 
Menomonee Falls, Wi s. 
Sara M. Mennen, Truman 
Danielle Mercurio, Pittsburg, Calif. 
Abby M . Meyer, Sauk Centre 
Anne E. Meyer, St. Joseph 
Christina M. Meyer, St. Joseph 
Heidi E. Meyer, Parkers Prairie 
Nicole E. Mickelson, Chisholm 
Candice A. Middendorf, Morris 
Angela J. Miller, Goodhue 
Erin A. Miller, Pierre, S.D. 
Hope L. Miller, Aurora 
Seth W. Miller, Eden Valley 
Christa J. Mims, White Bear Lake 
Grant E. Miner, New Brighton 
Paul A. Mitchell, Albany 
Sharon R. Mitchell , Starbuck 
Robin D. Moe, West Fargo, N.D. 
Stephan C. Moje, Clitherall 
Douglas T . Moll , Brooklyn Park 
Paul D. Mollema, Pipestone 
Erica M . Moltzan, Frazee 
Elizabeth L. Montgomery, 
Calumet Park, Ill. 
Jennifer E. Montgomery, 
West St. Paul 
Sarah A. Moravetz, Canby 
Kristen E. Moritz, Valley C ity, N.D. 
Sarah M. Musser, Marshall 
Jessica M. Nagel , Chanhassen 
Stacey L. Nasby, Morri s 
Anna L. Naughten, Aberdeen, S.D. 
Sarah G. Neal , Princeton 
Brandie L. Ne lson, Grove City 
Chassidy R. Nelson, Buffalo 
David C. Nelson, Rapid City, S.D. 
Jacob E. Nelson, Litchfie ld 
Jonathan B. Nelson, Redwood Falls 
Katherine C. Nelson, Mankato 
Kathy J. Nelson, Sleepy Eye 
Nichole R. Nelson, Aberdeen. S .D. 
Jennifer A. Newman, Osage 
Vanessa A. Nogle, Stillwater 
Stacy J. Nordgren, Buffalo 
Amanda R. Novak, Willmar 
Carly D. Nowak, Benson 
Sara E . Nowak, Wells 
Sarah J. Nystrom, Worthington 
Amber N. O 'Dell, Monticello 
Shawn T. O ' Neil , East Grand Forks 
Johannes G. Olivier, Cottage Grove 
Cari L. Olson, Moorhead 
Christopher C. Olson, Salo! 
Michele S. Olson, Bemidji 
Rebecca L. Olson, Blaine 
Laurel L. Orman, Saint Paul 
Christopher P. Orth, Sleepy Eye 
Darrell M. Ostendorf, Sartell 
Bryan C. Ott, Sioux Falls, S .D. 
Christina M . Pacheco, 
Lee' s Summit, Mo. 
Miranda S. Painschab, 
Howard Lake 
Amanda J . Patnode, Grand Rapids 
Ruth E. Patten, Buffalo 
Joseph 0. Patterson, Morris 
Calla B. Payne, Rochester 
Timothy A. Pearson, Minneapolis 
Angela M. Pederson, Kandiyohi 
Brian E. Perrault, North Branch 
Andrew K. Peters, North Branch 
Jessica M . Peters, St. Peter 
Michael S. Petersen, Luverne 
Benjamin K. Peterson, St. Paul 
Tiffany L. Petron, Aurora 
Marie A. Pogatschnik, Avon 
Eric C. Pokornowski, Cokato 
Sara J. Pook, Woodbury 
Sarah R. Popp, Hutchinson 
Michelle R. Pothen, 
Leland C. Potter, Bemidji 
E lizabeth A. Preuss, Fairmont 
Laura R. Price, Center, N.D. 
Paul A. Proshek, New Prague 
Amanda C. Quammen, Battle Lake 
Jonathan M. Quarfoth, Arden Hills 
Adriane T. Raba, Rapid City, S.D. 
Amy L. Rahm, Foley 
Jacalyn M. Rahm, Foley 
AAron P. Rairdon, Cass Lake 
Tabithia L. Ramsey, Elgin, Tex . 
Emily K. Randleman, Ortonville 
Michael J. Rea, Lansing, Iowa 
Jeffery R. Reed, Anniston , Ala. 
Jenni fer L. Reed, Blaine 
Ana M. Reever, Watertown 
Kurt A. Refsnider, Coon Rapids 
Stephanie L. Reid , New Ulm 
Megan M. Reiffenberger, 
Ortonville 
Lindsey M. Renner, Wall , S.D. 
Christina M. Rettmann, 
Buffalo Lake 
Rosemary D. Reynolds, 
Hillsboro, N.M. 
John A. RiaJson, Tracy 
Heather A. Richardson, Olivia 
Nichole Rick, 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Healher J. Ridler, Benson 
Tiffany D. Riewe, Lake Crystal 
David W. Robbin, Hutchinson 
Neal G. Robertson, Morris 
Diana R. Roen, Stillwater 
Katrina M. Rolfs , Browerville 
Charles 0. Rood, Duluth 
Angela C. Ross, Bloomington 
Catherine L. Ross, 
Greensboro, N .C. 
Jennifer M. Rost, Fridley 
Tiffany J. Roufs , Loretto 
Adam S. Rowe, Cottage Grove 
Alysha A. Rudolph, Ramsey 
DeAnna E. Ryan, Lakeville 
Kay M. Saager, Poynette, Wis. 
Nicholas R. Salmi, Blaine 
Tara A. Salyards, Winona 
Todd A. Sanchez, Wichita, Kan. 
Jennifer A. Sander, Stillwater 
Michael J. Sanford, Esko 
Elizabeth J. Savelkoul , Belgrade 
Amanda L. Sayles, Clinton 
Teresa A. Sayle , Clinton 
Cynthia L. Schauman, Isanti 
Erin S. Schellin, Baxter 
Jaclyn J. Scheve, Long Prairie 
Justin M. Schiks, Bethel 
Emily S. Schlaak, New Richland 
Adam M . Schmidt, Melrose 
Jodi C. Schmidt, New Ulm 
Tara J. Schmidt, Baxter 
Beth A. Schmitz, Burnsville 
Mandy E. Schoen, 
Winnipeg, Canada 
Jennifer M. Schoenborn, Red Lake 
Terri J. Schuft, Stewart 
Mary C. Schuh, Mandan, N.D. 
Kimberly S. Schulte, Olivia 
Kathryn M. Schwaderer, Palisade 
Kyle R. Schwartz, New Ulm 
Andrew T. Shaffer, St. Louis Park 
Julia L. Sharpe, Maple Grove 
Sarah L. Shelton, Minneapolis 
Andrea L. Sieve, Long Prairie 
Andrea K. Simonson, Otsego 
Sarah J. Simpson, Barrett 
Julia M . Sisterman, 
White Bear Lake 
Codi L. Skjoldal, Shadehill , S.D. 
Anne E. Skoglund, Minneapoli s 
Jill M. Skwira, Holdingford 
Michael D. Sloneker, Watertown 
Brandi M . Smith, Chicago, lJI. 
Danielle D. Smith, Saint Michael 
Gary L. Smith, Minneapolis 
Jessica L. Smith, Litchrield 
Justin C . Smith, Crosby 
LaKenya R. Smith, Chicago, Ill. 
Laura M . Smith, West Concord 
Stephanie R. Smith, 
Watertown, S.D. 
Meli ssa J . Smithers, Coon Rapids 
Thomas M. Smolensky, Buffalo 
Ellen S. Sneve, Duluth 
Joanna L. Solotaroff, Minneapolis 
Audra L. Sorensen, Moorhead. 
Jennifer M. Sorensen, Fort Ripley 
Sarah A. Sorenson, Morgan 
Cody R. Specketer, Wagner, S.D. 
Andrew G. Spofford, Little Falls 
Allison A. Sprung, New Ulm 
Rebecca A. Steffen, Princeton 
Rebecca G. Steffen, Lakefield 
Gwendolyn G. Sternberger, St. Paul 
Gregory D. Stephens, New Hope 
Kevin A. Steuck, Chokio 
Andrea C. Stout, Morris 
Travi s D. Stratton, Anoka 
Samantha J. Strege, Ortonville 
Tony J. Streng, Saint Joseph 
Kristen M . Strissel, 
Rapid City, S.D. 
Lindsey K. Strobel, Morris 
Peter D. Strohmeier, Duluth 
Danie lle L. Stuard, Dane, Wi . 
Ellen R. Stuckey, New Ulm 
Jessica L. Stylski , Cambridge 
Kathryn J . Sullivan, St. Paul 
Laura R. Sullivan, Dellwood 
Anne K. Sundby, Wayzata 
Michael B. Sutherland, Red Wing 
Joel D. Sutton, Starbuck 
Ali son J. Swanson, Foley 
Joseph L. Swartz Jr. , Henning 
Seth T. Sweep, Hibbing 
Meli ssa A. Swenson, Loretto 
Ann L. Tally, Roseville 
Allison J. Tange, Aitkin 
Katherine M. Taylor, Stillwater 
Kristen M . Taylor, Ortonville 
Danielle L. Templeton, Minot, N.D. 
Reuben J. Ternes, Hazen, N.D. 
Kristen B . Terrio, Baxter 
Katherine F. Thane!, Fergus Falls 
Danielle N. Thibodo, Champlin 
Jenna M . Tholen, Tracy 
Emily A. Thomas, Benson 
Kyle 0. Thompson, Stillwater 
Nicole M. Thompson, Ortonville 
Stephanie L. Thompson, Alexandria 
Jacqueline M. J. Thorvaldson, 
Cottage Grove 
Adam S. Tieben, Wright, Kan . 
Megan R. Tighe, Minnetonka 
Kamaria L. Tisher, Faulkton, S.D. 
Sara Kathryn . Tjosvold, Webster 
Daniel K. Tolzman, Tucson, Ariz. 
Stephanie M. Tomte, Verndale 
Jerusha L. Tooley, Platte, S.D. 
Erin P. Tracy, Roseville 
Aaron M. Tri , Eden Valley 
Timothy S. Trometer, Tomball , Tex . 
Ryan T. Turgeon, Soulh St. Paul 
Peter J . Turpin, Worthington 
Mark A. Twesme, Osseo, Wi s. 
Margaret E. Uttke, Plainview 
Chri stina L. Van Buren, 
Box Elder, S.D. 
Sara K. VanBenschoten , 
Howard Lake 
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Keng Vang, St. Paul 
Pua P. Vang, St. Paul 
Maria C. Vanorny, Oakes, N.D . 
Emily T. Varney, Maple Grove 
Aaron J. Vasecka, Worthington 
Joseph R. Veilleux, Watertown 
Beth A. Venekamp, Long Prairie 
Bess Vlaisavljevich, Shoreview 
Stephanie A. Vlaminck, Taunton 
Nicole M. Voge, Springfield 
Clara E. Voigt, Rice 
Abby A. Von Arx, Caledonia 
Andrea K. Vrchota, Waverly 
Tshim Vue, Morris 
Brielle M. Wacker, Arlington 
Jared T . Ward, Buffalo 
Amanda C. Warner, Princeton 
Caitlin D . Weber, Hastings 
Leah J. Webinger, La Crescent 
Cheyenne M. Wendt, Eyota 
Crista L. Wengler, Brookings, S.D. 
Kayla A. Wenker, Hewitt 
Monica D. Wenzel , Bloomington 
Ashley M. Wersal, Champlin 
Daniel John. Wespetal, 
River Falls, Wis. 
Gina M. Westlund, Wyoming 
Lynn M . Weyer, Albany 
Kelly R. Whipple, St. Francis, S.D. 
Christina M . Whitaker, 
Peyton, Colo. 
Stephanie L. White, Waseca 
Ryan J. Whittaker, Buffalo 
Katherine M . Wickham, Fairmont 
Eric A. Wietgrefe, St. Paul 
Danielle E. Wiklund, Apple Valley 
Rhett W. Wilfahrt, St. Paul 
Anne M. Williams, Stillwater 
MacKenzie A. Wilson, New Hope 
Sara E. Windorski , Dayton 
Neil M . Winn, Backus 
Brandon J. Winters, Foley 
Erin K. Witzmann, Houlton, Wis. 
Kari J. Wold, Morris 
SaraM. Wolf, Delano 
Sheila A. Wonders, Chokio 
Amanda M. Woodle, Pipestone 
Paul J. Woods, Chicago, IIJ. 
Jessica D. Wright, Osage 
Song Xiong, St. Paul 
Khamme Yang, Brooklyn Center 
Nancy L. Yang, Blaine 
Cassandra J. Yant, Andover 
Christopher J. Zabinski, St. Cloud 
Matthew D. Zachman, Litchfield 
Luke J. Zachmann, St. Michael 
Arny L. Zagaros, Robbinsdale 
Nicole M. Zanin, Spicer 
Melissa M . Zanmiller, Lakeland 
Elizabeth A. Zaske, Morris 
Mark J. Zellmann, Lewiston 
Chad T. Zeman, Brooklyn Park 
Jessica Lynn. Zepeda, Dekalb, III. 
Katie M. Ziebatth, Pipestone 
1Jean1s List 
The following University of Minnesota, Morris students were named to the Dean's List for the fall semester 2002. To be eligible 
for the Dean's List, a student must have a grade point average of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale, be registered for a minimum of 12 credits, 
complete all of the credits for which she or he is registered, and carry at least two-thirds of these credits on the ABCD-S grading 
system. 
Ebenezer Adebara, St. Paul 
Adetola Adewola, Cottage Grove 
Katherine Ahrens, Belgrade 
Erin Aili , Esko 
John Alden, Hackensack 
Margaret Alexander, Hastings 
Nathan Andersen, Beloit,Wis. 
Alyssa Anderson, Champlin 
Elizabeth Anderson, Brooklyn Park 
Hilary Anderson, Morris 
Jennifer Anderson, Montevideo 
Kerry Anderson, Hugo 
Chelsea Anttila, Minneapolis 
Katie Appel, Aitkin 
Ried Arnold, Kandiyohi 
Lisa Ashling, Dawson 
Christine Athmann, Naytahwaush 
Nichole Audette, Brooklyn Park 
Catherine Baglio, Roseville 
Emily Bakker, Willmar 
Tyler Banaszak, Maple Grove 
Laurie Barten, Paynesville 
Mark Bauer, Plymouth 
Shawna Beaudry, Albertville 
Nathan Becker, Eden Valley 
Rachel Beckman, Dassel 
April Belinsky, Litchfield 
Cassidy Bennett, Wahpeton, N.D. 
Corina Bernstein, Little Falls 
Paul Bjordahl, Milbank, S.D. 
Allison Bjurback, Minneapolis 
Sarah Black, Plymouth 
Joel Blaha, Detroit Lakes 
Patricia Blank, Alexandria 
Sarah Bleier, Fargo, N.D. 
Rachel Blixt, Eden Prairie 
Anne Borgendale, Montevideo 
David Borgerding, Sauk Centre 
Tara Borgerding, Sauk Centre 
Brianna Bouffard, St. Cloud 
Lonnie Bradford, Cloquet 
Brendan Brandt, Mankato 
Maria Brandt, Redwood Falls 
Carolyn Bue, Watertown, S.D. 
Sophia Buie, Morri s 
John Buncher, Hutchinson 
Shannon Buncher, Hutchinson 
Sara Burmeister, Sherburn 
Zarah Campion, Minneapolis 
Matthew Carlson, Fargo, N.D. 
Amber Carstensen, Worthington 
Elizabeth Chandler, Bow lus 
Bradley Childs, Bloomington 
Ami Chouravong, Brooklyn Park 
Amy Christensen, Slayton 
Becki Church, Hancock 
Jay Clawson, North Branch 
Rebecca Cobian, St. Anthony 
Heather Cogger, Alexandria 
Katrina Collins, Blue Mounds,Wis. 
Amanda Conner, Morris 
Daniel Conroy, Fergus Falls 
Daniel Copperud, Worthington 
Daniel Coursolle, St. Paul 
Ellery Crane, Minnetonka 
Elizabeth Cuddy, Minneapolis 
Molly Dalen, St. Louis Park 
Ronda Davis, Morris 
Katherine Davison, Burnsville 
Larissa Davisson, Cold Spring 
Midhasso Dayassa, Brooklyn Park 
Caroline Daykin, St. Paul 
Megan DeLong, St. Paul 
Elizabeth Densmore, Eden Prairie 
Kate DeWenter, Bemidji 
Tina Didreckson, Morris 
Jon Diede, Springfield 
Kevin Dietzel, Roseville 
Timothy Doherty, Le Sueur 
Michael Doucette, Watertown 
Carolyn Draper, Brookings, S.D. 
Kathryn Droske, Stevens Point,Wis. 
Nikkie Duin, Morris 
Betsy Dwight, Bemidji 
Wendy Edelbrock, St. Cloud 
Dana Eisfeld, Avoca 
Kathleen Ellis, Barrett 
Joye Erickson, Wadena 
Matthew Fahse, Olivia 
Sarah Faith, Audubon 
Adam Falkenstein, Carver 
Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, S.D. 
Tayler Ferguson, St. Francis 
Timothy Finnegan, Maplewood 
Douglas Flies, Waconia 
Nicole Flohr, Apple Valley 
Angie Forkrud, Belview 
Margaret Fortune, Eau Claire, Wis. 
Laura Freeman, White Bear Lake 
Traci Friest, Eagan 
Michael Fugazzi, Grand Forks, N.D. 
Joel Fugleberg, Roseau 
Sarah Gannon, Winneconne, Wis. 
Rachel Gartner, Hastings 
Travis Gassman, Hutchinson 
Lauren Gaugert, Morris 
Marit Gilkey, Montevideo 
Di ana Giordano, Stillwater 
Amanda Gjertsen, Woodbury 
Brian Gluth, Morgan 
Jesse Goembel , Luverne 
Matthew Gravelle, Maplewood 
Todd Griffith, Coon Rapids 
Jeanne Grill , Burnsville 
Stacy Gross, Blaine 
Jessica Gurr, Morri s 
Joleen Had rich, Avon 
Bryce Hagenbuch, Colman, S.D. 
Tara Halvorsen, Blaine 
Randy Hamling, Rosholt, S.D. 
Eric Hansen, St. Cloud 
Jeffrey Hansen, St. Cloud 
Britt Hanson, Stillwater 
Madena Hanson, Morris 
Susan Hanson, Morri s 
Adrienne Harden, New Brighton 
Brian Hardy, Falcon Heights 
Matthew Hardy, Falcon Heights 
Kiel Harell, Elk River 
Anna Harrington, Stillwater 
Anna Haseman, Evansville 
Sarah Haugen, Bloomington 
Rachel Hawley, Bloomington 
Tyler Helland, LeCenter 
Timothy Hellendrung, New Ulm 
Quinn Hemze, Sacred Heart 
Heidi Hendrickson, Madison 
Christopher Heuer, Eagan 
Scott Hiland, Little Canada 
Laura Hildreth, Warba 
Laura Hinnenthal , New Ulm 
Andrew Hoheisel, Pierz 
Lisa Holloway, Woodbury 
Jacob Holthaus, Buffalo 
Rebecca Houdek, Deer River 
Heather Huberty, Blaine 
Scott Huberty, Watkins 
Rachel Hultman, Vadnais Heights 
Sarah Huschle, Morris 
Sarah Huseby, Dassel 
Jennifer Huselid, Clinton 
Hannah Hustad, Glenwood 
Wendy Hyatt, Farwell 
Amanda Hyde, Minneapoli s 
Kristen lnvie, St. Loui s Park 
Mandy lveland, Luverne 
Jeffrey Iverson, Glenwood 
Rebecca Iverson, Watertown, S.D. 
Margaret James, Woodbury 
Alex Jarvi s, St. Cloud 
Jolai ne Jenni ssen, Brandon 
Elizabeth Jensen, Bloomington 
Meghan Jensen, Brownsdale 
Ryan Jepma, Hancock 
Gwen Jergenson, Gl enwood 
Amanda Johnson, North Branch 
Amy Johnson, Litchfield 
Anna Johnson, Kasson 
Lisa Johnson, Marshall 
Marnie Johnson, Plymouth 
Matthew Johnson , Lewiston 
Minda Johnson, Cold Spring 
Rachel Johnson, Redwood Fa lls 
Rory Johnson, Eveleth Jenna Gustafsson, Valley City, N.D. 
Katherine Haberkorn, Aitkin Tanner Johnson, Breckenridge 
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Theresa Johnson, Long Prairie 
Patrick Johnston, Mazeppa 
Li sa Jordan , Rosevi.lle 
Laura Justin, Little Fal.ls 
Dominique Karl sson, Moorhead 
Russell Kath, Buffalo 
Amie Kegler, Inver Grove Heights 
Courtney Keith, Sioux Falls ,S.D. 
Jennifer Kelzenberg, Chan1plin 
Jessica Kiel, Milaca 
Heather Kilgore, Starbuck 
Jill Kimman , Freeport 
Mindy Kingstrom, Olivia 
Natalie Kinsky, Woodbury 
Peter Kirwin, Stillwater 
Christopher KJeven, Milan 
Tami Klucas, Milan 
Carsten Knoche, White Bear Lake 
Rebecca Koll, Little Falls 
Nancy Kolstoe, Glenwood 
Jennifer Koplin, Dalton 
Eric Korman, Hawick 
Austin Krohn, Buckman 
Kri s Krohn, Howard Lake 
Katie Kuechenmeister, Blaine 
Jodi Kyllonen, Howard Lake 
Dawn Ladda, St. Michael 
Amanda Laffen, Lake Lillian 
Theresa Lahr, Sauk Centre 
Ashley Laliberte, Crystal 
Sara Lam, Maplewood 
Robyn Lampert, Chokio 
Katie Lampi , Brooklyn Park 
Alexis Lang, Vermillion ,S.D. 
Katie Larson, St. Cloud 
Kristin Larson, Granite Falls 
Kyle Larson, Willmar 
Meredith Larson , Ramsey 
Rachel Larson, Granite Falls 
Saral1 Lauhead, Vadnais Heights 
Erin Lauinger, New Hope 
Courtney LeClair, Fargo, N.D. 
Glenda Lee, Apple Valley 
Kri sta Leonard, Verndale 
Stacie Lilliqui st, Ca ledonia 
Timothy Lindberg, Roseville 
Jennifer Litzinger, Rice 
Joanie Lofgren, Aitkin 
Sarah Lofgren, Marshall 
Jennifer Long, Duluth 
Stephanie Looney, Chesapeake, Va. 
Anne Lottie, Corcoran 
Brian Lukkasson, Maple Grove 
Emi ly Lyman, Duluth 
Richelle Maciej , Little Fall s 
Lacy Mahon, Slayton 
Ryan Maloney, [nternational Falls 
Brianna Mann , Battle Lake 
Meli ssa Maras, Hancock 
Mariela Marcantetti , Edina 
Jonathan Marchand, Brooten 
Daniel Markert, Brooklyn Park 
Uros Martinovic, Kensington 
Benjamin Mathews, Eden Prairie 
Heather Mathews, Cyrus 
Kaitlyn Maurer, Champlin 
Benjarnin Maxwell , Bloomjngton 
Sara Maxwell , Osakis 
Kathleen May, Le Sueur 
Bret Mayer, Minot, N.D. 
Bradley McBeath, Bloomington 
Laura McClendon, St. Louis Park 
Alicia Mendez, 
Menomonee Falls.Wis. 
Sara Mennen, Truman 
Nicholas Menzhuber, St. Joseph 
Teri Merkins, Hutchinson 
Abby Meyer, Sauk Centre 
Anne Meyer, St. Joseph 
Christina Meyer, St. Joseph 
Jill Meyer, Sauk Centre 
Kristen Meyer, Brooklyn Park 
Amy Millard, Morris 
Grant Miner, New Brighton 
Erica Moats, Larimore, N.D. 
Bettina Mohn, Stillwater 
Wyatt Mondry, Grand Forks, N.D. 
Jennifer Montgomery, 
West St. Paul 
Dawn Mork, Bellingham 
Karen Morlock, Hastings 
Leah Mullenbach, Austin 
Regina Myers, Foley 
Holly Nadgwick, Hoffman 
Anna Naughten, Aberdeen, S.D. 
Sarah Neenan, Hastings 
Brandie Nelson, Grove City 
David Nelson, Rapid City, S.D. 
Haley Nelson, Hendricks 
Joel Nelson, Eagan 
Katherine Nelson, Mankato 
Kathy Nelson, Sleepy Eye 
Natalie Neubauer, Hutchinson 
Meredith Noetzel, Blaine 
Cynthia Norberg, St. Joseph 
Stacy Nordgren, Buffalo 
Carly Nowak, Benson 
Amber O'Dell, Monticello 
Andrea Olson, Fosston 
Bobbie Olson, Morris 
Chad Olson, Barrett 
Michele Olson, Bemidji 
Mistica Olson, Winthrop 
Rebecca Olson, Danvers 
Yusef Orest, Morris 
Christopher Orth, Sleepy Eye 
Daniel Otto, Spicer 
Cyrus Pansch, Zimmerman 
Ruth Patten, Buffalo 
Angela Pawlak, St. Paul 
Amber Petersen, Worthington 
Michael Petersen, Luverne 
Benjamin Peterson, St. Paul 
Joshua Peterson, Ramsey 
Kevin Peterson, Jasper 
Kristen Peterson, Villard 
Paul Peterson, Springfield 
Wendy Phelps, Hancock 
Leland Potter, Bemidji 
Mia Presteng, Morris 
Elizabeth Preuss, Fairmont 
Amanda Quammen, Battle Lake 
Jonathan Quarfoth, Arden Hills 
Kjmberly Quistorff, Osakis 
Adriane Raba, Rapid City, S.D. 
Stuart Radde, Waconia 
Peter Rademacher, Wayzata 
Jacalyn Rahm, Foley 
Samuel Redman, Morris 
Selena Reed, Morris 
Kurt Refsnider, Coon Rapids 
Stacy Reichert, St. Cloud 
Jaclyn Reinarz, Mizpah 
Christina Rettmann, Buffalo Lake 
Heather Ridler, Benson 
Nate Rjveness, Karlstad 
David Robbin, Hutchinson 
Neal Robertson, Morris 
Calida Rodriguez, Sartell 
Diana Roen, Stillwater 
Sarah Roesch, New Ulm 
Evan Ronken, Lake Park 
Angela Ross, Bloomington 
Hillary Rostberg, Eagan 
Seth Rowan, Minneapolis 
Ana Rowberry, Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Tessa Ryker, Jeffers 
Kay Saager, Poynette, Wis. 
Tara Salyards, Winona 
Yaa Sarkodie-Yeboah, Morris 
Elizabeth Savelkoul, Belgrade 
Teresa Sayles, Clinton 
Jacob Schaefer, Ghent 
Christine Schaerf, Minneapolis 
Heather Schiro, Milaca 
Cynthia Schmidt, Eveleth 
Tara Schmidt, Baxter 
Beth Schmitz, Burnsville 
Jennifer Schmitz, Brooklyn Park 
Jill Schreck, Benson 
Teni Schuft, Stewart 
Mary Schuh, Mandan, N.D. 
Kjmberly Schulte, Olivia 
Jeanna Schultz, Litchfield 
Adrienne Schwartz, Stillwater 
Melissa Schweiss, Welcome 
Stephanie Seagren, Sun Prairie, Wis. 
John Severson, Clitherall 
Andrew Shaffer, St Louis Park 
Danielle Sonsteby, Clearwater 
Cody Specketer, Wagner, S.D. 
Alicia Spencer, Alexandria 
Ryan Spires, Coon Rapids 
Andrew Spofford, Little Falls 
Elizabeth Spofford, Little Falls 
Leslie St. Aubin, Watertown 
Ann Standafer, Worthington 
Adrienne Stattelman, Clinton 
Rebecca Steffen, Princeton 
Eric Steinhoff, Luverne 
Ahlica Steitz, Alberta 
Gwendolyn Sternberger, St. Paul 
Jessica Stenberg, Fosston 
Tony Streng, St. Joseph 
Laura Sullivan, Dellwood 
Sara Sullivan, Brooklyn Park 
Melissa Swenson, Loretto 
Katherine Taylor, Stillwater 
Reuben Ternes, Hazen, N.D. 
Katherine Thane), Fergus Falls 
Julia Theisen, Bowlus 
Jenna Tholen , Tracy 
Jacqueline Thorvaldson, 
Cottage Grove 
Paige Tighe, Minnetonka 
Daniel Tolzman, Tucson, Ariz. 
Stephanie Tomte, Verndale 
Coleman Turgeon, Centervi lle 
Elisabeth Turner, Elk Rjver 
Melissa Turner, Alexandria 
Peter Turpin, Worthington 
Mark Twesme, Osseo, Wis. 
Andrew Uttke, Morris 
Margaret Uttke, Plainview 
Stacey Van Liere, Maple Grove 
Sara VanBenschoten, 
Howard Lake 
Michael Vandenberg, Mound 
Joel V anderbeyden, . 
Brooklyn Park 
Cindy Vang, Afton 
Maria Vanomy, Oakes, N.D. 
Emily Varney, Maple Grove 
Michele Viere, Coon Rapids 
Bess Vlaisavljevich, Shoreview 
Nicole Voge, Springfield 
Kevin Vogeltanz, 
Grand Forks, N.D. 
Craig Vogl, Little Falls 
Abby Von Arx, Caledonia 
Andrea Vrchota, Waverly 
John Wabbe, Waconia 
Todd Sharkey, Hanley Falls Jonathan Walburg, Alexandria 
Julia Sharpe, Maple Grove Trisha Walter, Doran 
Jacklyn Sherod, Alexandria Tanya Wassink, Appleton 
Bryan Simon, Morris Caitlin Weber, Hastings 
Julia Sisterman, White Bear Lake Leah Webinger, La Crescent 
Michael Skoby, Shafer Karen Wehier, Willmar 
Stacey Skogrand, Glenwood Brian Welle, Lake Elmo 
Jill Skwira, Holdingford John Wellner, Blaine 
Jason Smalley, Little Falls Rachelle We.lters, Long Prairie 
Andrea Smieja, Dassel Crista Wengler, Brookings, S.D. 
Sarah Smieja, Dassel Kayla Wenker, Hewitt 
Danielle Smith, St. Michael Monica Wenzel, Bloomington 
Jessica Smith, Litchfield Amanda Westland, Glenvi lle 
Stephanie Smith, Watertown, S.D. Keefe Whight, Grand Rapids 
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Ryan Whittaker, Buffalo 
Katherine Wickham, Fairmont 
Caitlin Wilde, Golden Valley 
Rhett Wilfahrt, St. Paul 
MacKenzie Wilson, New Hope 
Kyla Winter, Alexandria 
Erin Witzmann, Houlton, Wis. 
Kari Wold, Morris 
Amanda Woodle, Pipestone 
Krista Wynn, St. Paul 
Christopher Zabinski, St. Cloud 
Luke Zachmann, St. Michael 
Nicole Zanin, Spicer 
Chad Zeman, Brooklyn Park 
Jessica Zepeda, Dekalb, Ill. 
Kathie Ziebarth, Pipestone 
Katie Ziebarth, Pipestone 
'Ifie j(egents' Sea[ was aaoptea 6y the '13oara of j(egents in 1939 as the corporate sea[ of the 'University of 
'Jv[innesota. 'TheLatinmottomeans "acommon6onafora[fthearts. " 'The[amp represents themetapfiysica[sciences. 
%e tefescope represents the pfiysica[ sciences. 'Ifie p[ow represents the inaustria[ arts. 'The pafette ana 6rusfi.es 
represent the fine arts. 
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